Surgical Workflow
Automation Platform
Surgery | Procedures | Acute Care

Smarter. Safer. Surgery.

caresyntax® technologies enable the digital
integration, automation, and analysis of the
surgical environment.

PRIME365, our IoT connectivity solution, offers
a modular suite of surgical workflow tools,
designed to make caregivers lives easier, and
patients lives safer.

PRIME365

Harness the power of
data-driven integration

A unified, end-to-end OR connectivity and
automation platform

By capturing the full-spectrum of surgical data from inside the OR,
our data-driven integration provides the total visibility to achieve
increased workflow efficiency, patient safety, and surgical performance.
OR
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PRIME365 is a vendor-neutral OR integration
platform, that collects surgical data from
disparate sources, and centralizes it over a
single IP network infrastructure.

It is a flexible, highly efficient, integration
platform that promotes a unified network
of data and devices, which benefit key
stakeholders hospital-wide.

PRIME365 is designed to support the full
perioperative workflow, from the induction of
anesthesia to post-operative care, customizable
by hospital, region, and language.
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Office / on-the-go
Auditorium
Consultation room

Imagine the power of a globally connected OR,
streaming surgical video and data throughout
the hospital. PRIME365 connects the OR in
real-time to hospital administration, teaching
auditoriums, PACU/ICU, and more.

PRIME365

About PRIME365:
Flexible, modular, and vendor-neutral
to fit any OR

OR Connectivity Suite

PRIME365

CX-DIRECT
CX-Direct is a customizable,
vendor-neutral routing module
allowing all OR video, imaging,
and data feeds to be centrally
controlled and displayed.

scalable deployment
A vendor-neutral
solution

+

PRIME365 can integrate a
full-range of surgical devices MULTI CONSOLE
more
and systems,
regardless of the
devices
manufacturer.

CX-LIVE

CX-Studio is a surgical
documentation, recording, and
workflow management module
that decreases administrative
overhead and enables postoperative analyses.

CX-3rd-Party decreases the
time spent loading 3rd-party
applications (e.g. DICOM or
PACS viewer) and replaces it
with a secure, automatic log-in
directly within the PRIME365
app-based dashboard.

CX-Live is a real-time, webbased dashboard, enabling
OR managers to view and
coordinate care in each
operating room under their
supervision.

+

CX-3RD-PARTY

As ORs are reconfigured or
acquire new devices, having
CX·HUB
a flexible integration
platform
that can connect with existingDOCUPOINT
and new technologies
prevents headaches down
the road.
+

CX-STUDIO

User-Friendly and
vendor-neutrality

Scalable deployment

more
devices

more
devices

Intuitive Onboarding

The demands of a hospital
vary greatly from large,
multi-campus healthcare
systems to small outpatient
clinics- PRIME365’s modular
applications allow OR
integration to be deployed at
scale as determined by each
clinic’s unique needs and
specifications.
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Surgery is already a tough job.
PRIME365 simplifies it with
a user-friendly app-based
interface and ergonomic
functionality, to make
caregivers lives easier. With
PRIME365, onboard your
surgical team quickly and
conveniently.
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user friendliness & easy onboarding

Scalable deployment

CX-Link connects PRIME365
with hospital information
systems and EHRs to provide
surgical teams with instant
access to worklists, case
information, and historical
patient data.

CX-Share is PRIME365’s
telemedicine module that
allows surgeons to consult
with other practitioners
both inside and outside
of the hospital, and help
educate medical students
through live-streaming and
videoconferencing.

Utilizing voice- and gesturecontrol technology, CX-Reach
enables touchless control of
connected devices, workflow
functions, and the PRIME365
dashboard.

MULTICONSOLE

more
devices

more
devices

CX-HUB

+

CX-REACH

+

CX-SHARE

+

CX-LINK

more
devices

vendor-neutrality

DOCUPOINT
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user friendliness &
easy onboarding

CX-DIRECT | MULTISOURCE VIDEO CONTROL

Video Routing and
Control Dashboard.
Simple. Safe. Ergonomic.
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State-of-the-art deployment
Future-ready solution for full integration
When planning an integrated operating room, networking various devices with one another is important.
In most cases, this requires bringing together different signal types and selecting the appropriate
transmission medium.

SD

Multi-port
Enabled. Each
video, audio,
control, power,
and data-input
device has a
different port

HD
4K

Full HD
3D

4K - digital signal

depending on
transmission type
and can be fitted
with additional
hardware (scalers,
converters, etc.)
as needed.

++
++
++
++

zero-footprint
budget-friendly
More space efficient
scalable

+

4K
3D

New Connection Technology - True “Plug and Play” Experience
Universal/Single Plug

3D - digital signal
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Allows user to seamlessly connect all portable and fixed equipment in the OR with a single universal connection.
This eliminates the confusion between different signal types and ports for each device. In addition, it unifies
multiple cables into single cable.

Full HD on 4K
with Quadvie

+

Universal Port
BASIC

2D - digital signal
+

+

Full HD display
with PIP
Functionality
++ Full HD on
different screen
sizes

analog
signal
+

+

Full HD on
different screen
sizes

more

+

++ Central routing of integrated video and medical
imaging to multiple displays in the OR
++ Compatible with standard HD up to 4k
transmission

++ Control integrated devices (Surgical lights,
camera settings, etc)
++ Default routing presets or customized presets
available

Single cable for
transmitting video,
control, power

SD
HD
Full HD
3D

Hybrid Cable
up to 50m

Single cable for
transmitting video,
audio, control, data,
power

SD
HD
Full
HD
3D
4K

Fiber (single-or multimode up to 30 km
CATx (CAT6a or 7) up
to 100 m

Video
Remorte Triggers
Power
Universal Port
ADVANCED

Video
Audio
Device Control
Remote Triggers
Network
Power

++ Future-Ready solution
for full integration
++ Cost-effective
++ Scalable
++ Live preview of
connected sources
++ Only active sources
displayed

Key features
++ Auto-Discovery – Devices are discovered by
the intelligent platform within 5 seconds of
connecting

++ Device recognition – Connected devices are
recognized and labeled on the interface
accordingly

+

CX-STUDIO | RECORDING MODULE

Simplify surgical documentation.
More automation less complication.

CX-Studio applications
WORKLIST
or
Rec

din

WORKLIST

g

WORKLIST

WORKLIST
WORKLIST
WORKLIST

Worklist

WORKLIST

WORKLIST
WORKLIST
WORKLIST
WORKLIST

WORKLIST

WORKLIST
WORKLIST
WORKLIST

•• Display worklist from HIS/PACS
systems (with CX-Link integration) or
manually generate
•• Eliminate administrative overhead
with automation of daily worklists

+
+

++
+
+

++
+ ++

Inefficient surgical documentation can cost hospitals millions in lost
time and complications. With the ability to record, embed checklists,
and automatically log key clinical events, CX-Studio aon patient care.

CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST
CHECKLIST

Checklists
+
+

•• Standardize protocol at the point
++
of care, and monitor compliance
+
to help mitigate patient risk
++
•• Includes WHO Standard Checklist as +
a pre-set or customize your own Pre-Op,
+ ++
Op, and Post-Op

IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT

PRIME365
processing
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Distributed and postprocedural processing
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Single Channel
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IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT
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IMPORT
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4-Channel

STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO

STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO

PACS

STUDIO
STUDIO
EXPORT
STUDIO
EXPORT
EXPORT
EXPORT

Wireless
network

EXPORT
EXPORT
EXPORT
EXPORT
EXPORT

PC

+ ++

STUDIO

EXPORT
EXPORT STUDIO

Checklist

++

STUDIO

HIS

Ethernet
network

+

STUDIO
STUDIO

3
Tablet

++
+

IMPORT

3

Dual Channel

•• In combination with CX-Link, import
videos/images from local and network
directories as well as portable media

+
+

STUDIO

3
Dual Channel

Accessing patient information

IMPORT

3

Wireless
video

++
+

3
3

3 33

Laptop

+
+

IMPORT
IMPORT
IMPORT

Smartphone

Documentation

+
+

++
+

•• Up to 4-source simultaneous video+
capturing capability
++
•• Take snapshots while recording video
+ ++
for later review
•• Trigger recording using foot-switch or
camera head buttons
•• Continuous, synchronous recording,
and pre-recording
+
+
++
+
+
++
+ ++

EXPORT

CX-3RD PARTY | EXTERNAL APP INTEGRATION

Seamless, two-way integration
with your hospital IT
infrastructure

Simplify everyday integrations,
with more access in fewer
steps.

1

HIS
++ Retrieve patient worklist
++ Retrieve patient information
++ Store checklist

HL7

(ORM/SIU/MDM messages)

2

PACS
++
++
++
++

Query DICOM worklist
Save DICOM images
Send MPPS status
View radiological image files
in the perioperative cycle

DICOM

IT
st inf
ru ra
ct ur
e

CX-LINK | HOSPITAL IT INTEGRATION

Planning/Scheduling

CX-3rd Party securely and automatically logs in to 3rd party software
systems (e.g. listening apps, PACS/DICOM viewer), and displays integrated
applications within the PRIME365 interface.

3

Most applications require patient context input to retrieve or store data, thus
introducing further clicks, time loss and potential mistakes.

++ Retrieve worklist
++ Retrieve OR schedule

Conventional Systems

HL7

(SCP/MWL/MPPS)

re n
twa atio
Sof ntegr
i

(ORM/SIU messages)
PACS/DICOM viewer

HIS System
Navigation
system

1. launch application
2. search for patient
3. find procedure from
list
4. load patient images
15 clicks
O.R
.

Standard

Each application must be individually called
up and opened. Then staff must search and
access relevant patient information. This
process is repeated for the various data
sources and are not centrally displayed.

2-3 mins
10 clicks

1-2 mins
15 clicks

26 clicks

1-2 mins

6-7 mins

Save time with CX- 3rd Party

PRIME365

Patient Files:
++ Cross-departmental interaction
++ Data Processing

Provides access for clinical staff throughout the
hospital to:
++ Patient files
++ Clinical reports
++ Radiological and other diagnostic images files

+

1. Launch PRIME365
2. Choose patient

4 Clicks

PACS/DICOM
load patient
images
HIS System
load patient
++ information
4 Clicks
Navigation System
start navigation
1 click to call up

PRIME365

Access and launch hospital and 3rd party
software through a single portal. For
applications relevant to patient data, CX3rd-Party automatically pulls up the patient
information.
Increase patient safety and reduce burden
on medical staff.

5 clicks

3 min

CX-REACH | TOUCHLESS CONTROL

Communicate in real-time
- externally and internally for consultation and education

Automate documentation
and workflow, with voice and
gesture control.

C
ni om
ca m
tio u n

CX-SHARE | LIVE-STREAMING

CX-Share enables surgeons to perform telemedicine, get second opinions
during surgery, or educate medical students, all without leaving the
operating room. With CX-Share’s live-streaming and video-conferencing
functionality, the physical limitations of the OR are removed.

Consult

1

2

Educate

Surgeons can
consult with
experts off-site in
real-time, without
leaving the OR.

Video-conferencing can enhance
surgical training by allowing
medical students to witness
surgery in real-time, observing
both surgical technique and the
patient’s status.

3

Care

For areas with
limited access to
3
specialized
medical treatment,
live-streaming
allows for
telemedicine to
support care,
regardless of the
distance.
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+

Designated or mobile
Systems can be
designated to an OR or
deployed on a mobile unit

Voice Contro

2
O.R
.

1. Voice Control

O.R
.

Streaming
one directional video and
audio optional:
bi-directional audio

O.R
.

O.R
.

1
2. Gesture Control

Auditorium

Infrastructure
Deployed on new
infrastructure or retro-fit
to existing infrastructure

With qCapture voice documentation technology,
automate the reporting of key clinical events
simply by speaking the name of the event as it
occurs during the operation

Deployment

Enrich off-site
consultation and medical
education with real-time
patient information, case
data, video, and audio.

Doctor’s office
Device neutral
Accessible from any
device

CX·Reach provides the surgical team with touchfree control over connected devices, utilizing a
combination of voice and gesture commands

CX·Share offers a
dashboard embedded
and user-friendly videostreaming and video
conferencing application.

Videoconferencing
bi-directional video and
audio optional:
content sharing

OR

Control multiple connected devices simultaneously, within one, unified interface

HW/SW
Mix of hardware and
software solutions

++ Voice Control includes a Plantronics wireless
headset, with precision-tuned triple mics
++ Available in multiple languages, including
English, Spanish, German, Dutch, French,
Italian
++ Configurable with qCapture voice
documentation technology, to detect voice
commands in the OR and embed procedural
timestamps accordingly

1

++ Gesture Control band on forearms uses EMG
sensors to detect movements
++ Intelligent webcam
++ 3 sensors in display console detect
movements by surgeon to help navigate
through procedural dashboards, image review,
video routing, and more

2
O.R
.

CX-LIVE | CARE-COORDINATION DASHBOARD

Monitor the status of each OR
from anywhere

OR nager
Ma

E

LIV

CX·LIVE is a real-time, web-based dashboard, allowing OR managers
to view and coordinate care in each operating room under their
supervision.
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Operations Manager

OR 2

+

OR 4

Benefits:

Features:

++ View the status of each OR from anywhere
and anytime to step in quickly when
needed
++ Improves care coordination thanks to the
status overview of each OR
++ Facilitateas efficient usage of operating
rooms as OR managers can dynamically
schedule procedures
++ Create transparency on the variability of
the workflow between each OR in real-time

++ Patient information and procedure description
are displayed
++ Scheduled time of the procedure is displayed
++ Procedure status is displayed (Pre-OP, OP,
Post-OP)
++ Includes two privacy modes: light (video feed
not accessible), and advanced (video feed
and patient information not accessible) for
sensitive patient or procedure

PRIME365 | DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

Deployment Options
Deployment Options

DOCUBOX: Lightweight but
powerful, Docubox integrates
surgical video as well as HIS data
with minimal deployment time.

RACK DEPLOYMENT: Ideal for
hybrid and retro-fit installations
requiring video-over-IP streaming
and high customizability.

The demands of every OR are unique.
PRIME365 can be deployed as a retro-fit
solution or installed on our own, medicalgrade hardware options.

DOCUPOINT: All-in-one medical
grade PC, ideal for use cases
ranging from OR management,
to integrated recording for
surgical training and coaching.

Built with surgical workflows in
mind and used around the world, our
hardware supports a multitude of
clinical scenarios with ergonomics and
ease-of-use.

D1 CONSOLE: Provides
integration and display of
medical information in a zerofootprint installation.

D2 CONSOLE: The same
functionalities as the D1 console,
with an additional routed display,
and an OR diagnostics panel.

worldwide
1800+

5700+

74

Hospitals

ORs

Countries

London

San Diego

Tokyo

Berlin

Paris
Miami

Istanbul

Bogota

Sydney

Dubai
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